INTRODUCTION
The variation of the aerodynamic forces and moments with change in the reference position on a missile or the variation of the aerodynamic forces and moments with center of gravity position on two missiles having the same configuration and flying at the same Mach number and Reynolds niumber, is given by Nielsen and Synge.l Hailperin 2 has put these results into Ballistic coefficient form. Kelley, McShane ard Reno give the variation in Ballistic coefficient form in their forthcoming book.4 This present note is concerned :ith deriving the relations using standard aerodynamic nomenclature and also ".ith shoing the association between the Ballistic coefficients and modified aerodynamic coefficients for a configuration possessing trigonal or greater rotational symmetry and mirror symmetry For the practical problem of determining the static and dynamic forces and momentswhich act on a missile from free flight observations, it is helpful and often necessary to know the variation of these forces and moments with change in reference positions. It is, for example, a standard procedure to launch two missiles with different center of gravity locations but of identical configuration at the same Mach number and Reynolds number. The data obtained from the firings when coupled with the relations to be rederived in this note yield aerodynamic forces and moments which may not be readilZ obtained from a single flight,
THEORY

Basic Relations
For the derivation consider the orthogonal axis system fixed in the missile and illustrated in Figure 1 , where the x-axis is the principle axis of mass symmetry of a missile and the y and z axes are normal thereto and to themselves. The corresponding components of the linear velocity of the missile in space are given by u, v, and w, and the components of the total angular velocity of the missile in space are given by p q9 and r. The components of the total aerodynamic force acting on the missile are given by X, Y, and Z and the components of the total aerodynamic moment acting on the missile are given by L, M, and N.
The fundamental equations for the association between the linear and the angular velocity at two points on the missilets axis separated by distance J. follow from the well known kinematics of a rigid body. The linear velocities for two points are related by and the angular velocities for two points are related by P P Since the total aerodynamic force acting on the missile+ at a given instant is independent of the refero'nce position selected on the missile, the relation between the forces acting at an7 two points is given by
The total aerodynamic mont acting at any point is given by the moment at the known point plus the change in moment which is given by the cross multiplication of the force vector at the known point by the vector distance between the two points, namely
It is convenient, at this point, to introduce complex quantities which combine the variables along the y and z axes. Accordingly, the pitching and yawing angular velocities arc 7iven by the quantity 
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Variation of the Aeroymramic Coefficients efeh ference Position
In an aerodjnami c noenclature the constants of eq. (15) are eJiven by 
P 2
The signs in the parentheses preceding the Aerodynamic coefficients are those which the coefficients have for the case when all the forces act behind the center of gravity of the missile.
